Centricity™ Perinatal - Connect Central Surveillance

With Centricity Perinatal...
We reimagined the central surveillance experience. A fresh new visual design provides caregivers a modern toolset to monitor their patients at a glance.

Central surveillance is vital for clinicians in a busy labor and delivery environment. The multi-bed display is optimized around the workflow of the clinician who needs to quickly recognize potential areas of concern for a single patient as well as all active FMS within the entire unit. Central provides new visual and audible notifications to draw the clinician’s attention to possible trends in fetal monitoring activity.

Features
Innovative new features include:
• Enhanced clinical decision support with visual Fetal Monitor Strip Analytics and hi/low notifications
• Ability to prioritize strips of interest for greater visibility
• Scrollable strip review on screen with live surveillance for quick convenient assessment
• Dynamic display showing active fetal monitoring across multiple units
• Touch screen compatibility to give more data at the swipe of a finger
• New options for visual arrangement and bed configuration

For more information on the new central surveillance features, please contact your Centricity Perinatal Sales representative.
GE Healthcare provides transformational medical technologies and services to meet the demand for increased access, enhanced quality and more affordable healthcare around the world.

GE (NYSE: GE) works on things that matter – great people and technologies taking on tough challenges.

From medical imaging, software & IT, patient monitoring and diagnostics to drug discovery, biopharmaceutical manufacturing technologies and performance improvement solutions, GE Healthcare helps medical professionals deliver great healthcare to their patients.
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